Multifunctional dendrimer-entrapped gold nanoparticles for dual mode CT/MR imaging applications.
We report the synthesis, characterization, and utilization of gadolium-loaded dendrimer-entrapped gold nanoparticles (Gd-Au DENPs) for dual mode computed tomography (CT)/magnetic resonance (MR) imaging applications. In this study, amine-terminated generation five poly(amidoamine) dendrimers (G5.NH₂) modified with gadolinium (Gd) chelator and polyethylene glycol (PEG) monomethyl ether were used as templates to synthesize gold nanoparticles (AuNPs). Followed by sequential chelation of Gd(III) and acetylation of the remaining dendrimer terminal amine groups, multifunctional Gd-Au DENPs were formed. The formed Gd-Au DENPs were characterized via different techniques. We show that the formed Gd-Au DENPs are colloidally stable and non-cytotoxic at an Au concentration up to 50 μM. With the coexistence of two radiodense imaging elements of AuNPs and Gd(III) within one NP system, the formed Gd-Au DENPs display both r₁ relaxivity for MR imaging mode and X-ray attenuation property for CT imaging mode, which enables CT/MR dual mode imaging of the heart, liver, kidney, and bladder of rat or mouse within a time frame of 45 min. Furthermore, in vivo biodistribution studies reveal that the Gd-Au DENPs have an extended blood circulation time and can be cleared from the major organs within 24 h. The strategy to use facile dendrimer technology to design dual mode contrast agents may be extended to prepare multifunctional platforms for targeted multimode molecular imaging of various biological systems.